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Yarn for Hat: 4ply in two colours (Yarn A & B).  I 

have used left over Patons 4ply sock yarn. 

Needles & Accessories: Size 3.25mm DPN’s and 

3.25mm circular needle.  You will also need a 

sewing needle to weave in any loose yarn ends. 

Knitting Type: Reversible double knitting 

Knitting Level: Beginner to Intermediate 

 

With DPN’s and waste yarn cast on 54 sts and 

divide across three needles.  Join and mark the end 

of the rnd, change to yarn B and knit two rounds.  

Join in Yarn A (do not break off Yarn B) and knit 

two rounds.  To make the hem *K1 in Yarn A from 

the needle, P1 from Yarn B from the provisional 

cast-on edge, repeat until end round.  You should 

now have a total of 108 sts across the three needles 

(54 for each yarn).  Sometimes it is difficult to pick 

up the last stitch from the provisional cast on.  If 

this is the case then just cast on a stitch with yarn B 

at the end to ensure that there are 54 stitches for 

each yarn.  Remove the waste yarn at this stage. 

You will now have three rows completed from hem 

edge.  Knit a further 5 rows as before *K1 Yarn A 

and P1 Yarn B,*repeat to end.  You will now have 

eight rows from hem edge. 

Choose one of the charts and once you have 

completed all seven rows, knit a further 5 rows as 

before *K1 Yarn A and P1 Yarn B,*repeat to end.  

You will now have eight rows from hem edge. 

The crown for each side is knit separately.  To do this 

slip Yarn B sts onto circular needle (making sure to 

slip a stitch marker between each group of sts from 

each DPN so that you know which sts go on which 
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needle) and drop needle and Yarn B down inside the 

tube of knitting (this is so when you flip the knitting 

inside out once you have the crown done for Yarn A 

you will then be able to work on Yarn B).  Then 

working on remaining Yarn A sts (54 sts) on DPN’s 

only complete the following rows. 

Row 1: Knit 

Row 2: *K4, K2tog, *repeat to end. 

Row 3-4: Knit 

Row 5: *K3, K2tog, *repeat to end. 

Row 6-7: Knit 

Row 8: *K2, K2tog, *repeat to end. 

Row 9-10: Knit 

Row 11: *K1, K2tog, *repeat to end 

Row 12-13: Knit 

Row 14: *K2tog, *repeat to end (9sts) 

Break off Yarn A, leaving enough to fastening off.  

Thread yarn through all reminding 9 sts and pull sts 

together.  Don’t bind at this stage.  Thread remaining 

length of yarn through as you turn knitting inside out 

to finish crown section in Yarn B.   

Transfer 54 sts on circular needle onto three DPN’s 

(as done for Shape Crown for Yarn A).   

Complete Rows 1-14 as for Shape Crown Yarn A but 

change knit to purl throughout.   

Once you have Shape Crown for Yarn B completed 

break yarn and thread yarn through remaining 9 sts 

then pull together.  You will have both threads 

together at this stage (Yarn A & B).  Bind off together 

and weave in all loose ends with sewing needle.   

Turn the hat inside out again so that Yarn A is shown 

on outside.  However, the hat has been designed to 

be reversible. 
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